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Abstract. The concept of a general-purpose
analyser for extra-terrestrial soil and
environment drives the conceptual design of
this package.
The benefit of an autonomous laboratory for
Planetary Science objectives is an exciting
application of engineering and technological
aspects. The needing to investigate the soil in
depth, in conjunction with surface and
atmospheric investigation, leads to the design
of a sample manipulation chain composed by a
two servicing mechanism, at present under
prototyping phase: a 3 D.o.F. robotic arm and a
2 D.o.F. micro mechanism device.

1. Introduction. The great interest of scientific
community in Mars exploration is leading the
ambitious NASA Mars Program. This set of
missions will consist in different task carried
out by landers and orbiters. Starting point of
the so called “Sample Transfer Chain” of Mars
soil will be a drill mounted on lander or rover.
Samples will be distributed to on board
experiments and stored in a special capsule for
transportation back to Earth. An autonomous
package with scientific instruments is under
development in the Italian and European
community, to perform in-situ analysis of the
specimens and to increase the efficiency of
sample research and final choice.
The analyses on martian samples, similar to the
one to be returned to Earth, will provide
scientific information of the Martian soil about
4 years earlier than the Earth returned samples.
To discriminate the samples to be analysed, a
robotic tool equipping the package will drive
the choice. A key feature is the compact small
size manipulator for sample distribution to the
instruments and delivery to the main sample
container. High accuracy of positioning and
dextrous smooth movements within the limited
space are design challenges.
The arm has been designed with the degrees of
freedom to allow entire instrument work-space
reaching. It will be able to perform coarse

motion and positioning tipically with an
uncertainty of  ± 1 mm, while fine positioning

capabilities (up to ± 35 µm) will be reached
thanks to a dedicated device (Micro
Mechanism Device), designed on purpose:
both sub-units are requested to cope with all
selected analysis. The manipulator and MMD
mechanical structure is developed according to
the stiffness to mass ratio optimisation, within
the constraints of multiple environmental
conditions: launch, cruise, landing and Mars
atmosphere. They can be summarised as
follow:

ü Temperature 140 ÷  300K;
ü P= 5 ÷  10 mbar;
ü Launch load: 18 g (equivalent static load);
ü Wind speed= up to 20 m/s;
ü Sand-storm wind speed up to 100 m/s.

Tacking into account the allocated strict
resources, the imposed manipulator targets are
obtained with the implementation of light-
weight structures by means of optimal design
technique, as links concern, and mini-servo
actuator embedded in the kinematic joints. As
MMD solution concerns, to satisfy fine
positioning in a so wide temperature range,
particular attention is put in thermo-elasticity
analyses and thermo-structural design and in
the selection of discrete components like
actuators, ball bearing, lead screws. The
selection of materials is a key feature for both
robotic arm and  MMD in order to fulfil the
requirements within the allocated resources.
Both the sub-units are conceived single-point-
failure tolerant and fail-safe proof.

2. Robotic Arm
The robotic arm was conceived and designed
at the beginning of NASA Mars Program, for
the Mars Sample and Return Mission
originally scheduled for 2003, now delayed
and under revision.
In this scenario the arm had the task to keep
the soil samples from the drill and delivery to



scientific instruments and MAV: the drill, in
fact, was conceived only for drilling purpose
and with a dedicated articulated mechanism for
its positioning out of the lander deck.
To successfully reach its functional objectives
the main manipulator characteristics were:

ü 4 D.o.F.(3 in case of only IPSE servicing)
ü 3 rotative cinematic joints, 1 prismatic;
ü maximum length ∼ 700mm (extended

configuration);
ü Light-weight cylindrical structure;
ü Load capacity ∼ 250 grams;
ü Smooth motion;
ü Actuators mass ∼ 200grams;
ü Total mass 1.2kg;
ü Power 4W;
ü End effector

-gripper
-Sample manipulation (sample size about
7 mm diameter and 25mm length)

Fig. 1: Robotic Arm with 4 D.o.F in stowed
configuration.

After several trade-off studies, taking into
account the functional improvement
implemented in the drill mechanism (capability
to deliver samples soil to MAV), providing the
delay in terms of goals suffered in the Mars
program, the arm architecture is reviewed as
follow:

ü Scientific instruments servicing only
ü 3 D.o.F: 2 rotative and 1 prismatic

cinematic joints;
ü maximum length ∼ 300mm (extended

configuration);
ü Light-weight cylindrical structure;
ü Load capacity  ∼ 50 grams (applied to the

end-effector with arm full extended);
ü Smooth motion;
ü Mass of the 3 actuators ∼ 100grams;
ü Total mass about 280 grams;

ü Power 4W;
ü End effector
ü latching mechanism to keep and hold in

firm position each sample soil in a
dedicated capsule (to prevent cross
contamination between different samples).

Fig. 2: Robotic Arm with 3 D.o.F extended
configuration.

3. Sample Motion
The presence of many scientific instruments
and the strict volume budget make the path-
planning problem particularly challenging.
Moreover, the elimination of collected samples
contamination and the safety requirements of a
space mission, impose additional constraints to
trajectory determination. For these reasons, the
path-planning problem has not been considered
after having frozen the mechanical design; on
the contrary, it has been considered as a design
parameter. To this end, a set of parameters that
describe safety, accuracy and efficiency of
trajectories have been defined and combined in
a penalty function, used to optimise the design.
The design parameters, output of the
optimisation technique developed, are the
basement co-ordinates of the manipulator and
the length of its links, while the number of
links and the type of joints were given as input.
To evaluate a configuration, best gross motion
trajectories between sample collection and
delivery points are calculated.
First, a conservative approximation of the Free
Configuration Space (FCS) of the manipulator
is computed with a modified Lozano Pérez
motion-planning algorithm [1]. The FCS
describes all the allowable joint parameter sets,
which don’t lead to collisions between any part
of the manipulator with existing obstacles in
the Cartesian space. Given this definition, a
trajectory composed by sets of joint parameters
contained in the FCS is called collision free.
To compute the best trajectories among all the
possible ones, the FCS is recursively
decomposed with a Quad-Tree algorithm. The
Quad-Tree algorithm generates a number of
adjacent square cells of different dimensions,
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where the dimension is representative of the
distance of the cell to the nearest obstacle. The
cells obtained become the nodes of a
connected weighted graph, where the
connection between the nodes is representative
of the adjacency relation of the Quad-Tree
cells. While the weight of each connection is
representative of the dimension of the cells
connected - i.e. their distance from obstacles.
The problem of finding the most safe trajectory
for the manipulator is so transformed in the
problem of finding the shortest path between
the nodes of the graph which correspond to the
points of the Cartesian space where the
manipulator has to collect/deliver samples.
This shortest path is easily computed with the
excellent Dijkstra algorithm. Figure 3 shows
the FCS of a test robot along with the best
trajectory computed this way.
Having found this way the best trajectories for
the test configuration, the penalty function is
evaluated on their basis. The penalty function
evaluates trajectory safety, on the basis of the
dimensions of the Quad-tree cells crossed, and
accuracy and efficiency along these
trajectories, on the basis of three motion
quality parameters defined by Lee, Erdman
and Gutman [2].
To choose the set of input parameters (position
of robot base and length of links) that offer the
best trajectories, the penalty function has to be
maximised. Because of the non-linearity,
multi-modality and discontinuity
characteristics of this function, a genetic
algorithm (GE) has been chosen as
optimisation method [3]. The genetic approach
guarantees excellent robustness, and has the
advantage of offering multiple good solutions
with a relatively small computing time.
Genetic algorithms have been proven to be
excellent multi-parameters optimisation
methods when complex penalty functions are
involved. The genetic search doesn’t easily get
stuck in local extremes, efficiently scans the
search space and doesn’t concentrate too much
around a particularly good solution. This way,
the designer receives a larger amount of
information to make his choices.
After implementation in C++ of the entire
optimisation method, the genetic algorithm
approach has been tested and proved
successful against a random search method,
offering, after 30 runs at equal conditions,
solutions with 15% higher mean penalty
function values. Moreover, the GE offers 12
times the number of good solutions of the
random search, giving a much better insight
into the problem. The validity of the
optimisation method described has been tested
on a solved case, and then a probable

environment has been examined. Three
different planar manipulators have been
considered: 2 d.o.f. Scara, 3 d.o.f. Scara and a
Stanford-arm manipulator. Figure 4 reports the
manipulator with best positioning and link
lengths for the Stanford type arm, along with
nominal trajectories to samples
collection/delivery points.
The optimisation method described has been
proved valuable and robust, such as to
constitute a good instrument in mechanical
design of manipulators that have to operate in
heavily constrained volumes. Robustness
arises from the choice of genetic algorithms as
search technique, offering wide freedom in the
choice of input parameters and low sensibility
to the consequent penalty function shape.
Future works could consider variations to input
parameters, for example adding number and
type of joints, or fixing the position and
lengths of the manipulator and varying
instrument position, or varying both.

Fig. 3: Optimised trajectory in FCS. Black
areas represent Cartesian obstacle images in
the configuration space of the manipulator.
The white area represents safe sets of joint
variables. The connected grey cells represent
the trajectory in the FCS.

Fig. 4: Best solution computed for Stanford
arm in IPSE environment. Cartesian safest
trajectories are represented by black curves,
while the grey hatch represents manipulator
swept volume during operation.

4. Mechanical Design Optimisation
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In engineering application several structures
have to be designed to operate in severe
environmental conditions and sometimes, they
may be subjected to very strong load
conditions.
The standard optimisation technique of
structure, designed to satisfied challenging
requirement specifications, can lead to results
not reliable in comparison to classic design
method. While the fail-safe optimisation
method leads to a structure which design is
able to satisfy the requirements in presence of
hypothesised damages. The damage is usually
considered as a change of global or local
structural properties, unforeseen loads, fatigue,
shock, corrosion or their combination, but it
can also be considered as a set of different load
and constrain conditions. This is the case of a
Robot that can assume different configurations
corresponding to different stress/strain states
and changing in boundary condition.
The Optimal Design of a Robot can be
reconduced to a fail-safe optimisation of a
elastic structure in which the optimisation
consists in founding the design variables
(b1,..,bk) which minimise the cost function
Ψ 0(z,ζ ,b), satisfies  the state equations 4.1 and
4.2 and boundary conditions Ψ (z,ζ ,b) ≤0 [6].

4.1 0)()(),( =−= bSzbKbzh
4.2 ybMybK )()( ζ=

where K is the stiffness matrix, z the
displacement vector, S the load vector, ζ  the
square of natural angular frequency, M the
mass matrix, y the eigen-vector related to the
generic vibration mode.
Considering the structural modelisation by
means of FEM theory, the mass and stiffness
matrix can be rewritten as follow:

(4.3)[ ] )()()( ααα SzK =

43.4) [ ] [ ] )()()()()( ααααα ζ yMyK =

where α=1,2,..,d is an index related to the
damage condition, or configuration and α=0
corresponds to undamaged and original
structure. According to 4.3 and 4.4 equations, a
damage or variation in the configuration can be
modelled changing the mass and/or stiffness
matrix.
In the optimisation of the Robotic arm it has
been considered two set of equation 4.3 and
4.4, the first one for the stowed condition
during the lunch and the other one for the
extended condition during on ground operation

and flight ones. The probability that material
damages or micro-damage can be present will
be considered increasing the safety coefficient,
instead of introduce another set of equations
like 4.3 an 4.4.
The techniques to solve the problem are
essentially two: a direct method an inverse
method.
In the present work the inverse method is
followed solving a system of non-linear
equation applying to the Kuhn-Tucker initial
condition and then solving the equation
systems with a classical numerical method.
The peculiarity of this approach is to check the
design every loop verifying the satisfaction of
Kuhn-Tucker conditions, without checking the
local behaviour of the penalty function and of
the imposed constrains.
The imposing of initial conditions result in a
first loop solution that can be used to verify the
compliance with the boundary imposed, that
means the proximity to an optimal solution.
The algorithm then, according to standard
solution methods, will minimise the penalty
function.
The Robotic arm optimisation in detail will be
the minimisation of the cost function Ψ 0,
representing the mass of the system:

(4.5) 
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With the following constrains:

0minlim1 ≤−⇒ II ffψ
0minlim2 ≤−⇒ IIII ffψ

0max
)0(

103 ≤−⇒ zzψ
0)0(

4 ≤−⇒ eff
I ννψ

0)1(
5 ≤−⇒ eff

I ννψ
0)2(

6 ≤−⇒ eff
II ννψ

0),,(07 ≤−⇒ bz ξψψ
0max8 ≤−⇒ DDkψ

0min9 ≤−⇒ kddψ

0
2 max10 ≤+−−⇒ s

dD kkψ

01212 ≤−⇒ dDψ

The flux diagram shown in fig. 5, in which the
most significant steps are reported, describes
the algorithm implemented. The solutions
obtained (see tables 4.1 and 4.2), pointed out:
the necessity to maximise the stiffness/mass
ratio implies a material selection with high
specific module (E/ρ). In fact the solutions
underline as optimal selection Beralcast
material, but, considering other constrains
related to mechanical properties, the
optimisation process points out that standard
material can be interesting for this kind of
application. In fact 7075 alloy shows an E/ρ 4
time lower than Beralcast, and a mass 1.6 time
the Beralcast solution. Titanium alloy doesn’t
provide satisfying solution, while ceramic
materials, like SiC A2O3, didn’t provide
solution compliant with strength requirements.
CFRP material provides about 1.2 time mass
value with Beralcast and seems to be the best
compromise taking into account the cost of
material, availability on the market and
machining workshops with adequate heritage.

Geometric
parameters

Dk , dk , lk ;k=1..3

Section properties,
volume links Computation

Mass and load
computation

Physic and mechanic
parameters:

E, G, ν, σR, ρ 

[M], [K], [K]-1

Computation
for each configuration

Displacement
determination by
means of 2.6, 2.7

equations

Eigen frequencies
computation

Matrix of
deformation
Computation

Computation of
maximum

deformation for each
configuration

Extremal values of
constrain parameters

Cost function
computation

Minimum evaluation of
cost function

SOLUTION

Fig. 5: Flux Diagram representing the
algorithm implemented

Material D1
(mm)

d1 D2 d2 D3 d3 D4 d4 L1 L2 L3 L4
MASS

(Kg)

Al7075 50 47 50 46.5 31 29 16 14 100 280 210 210 000...333555

Ti6Al4V 45 42 50 46 25 22 13 11 “ “ “ “ 000...666333

Beralcast
310 46 42 30.5 28.5 17 15 12 10 “ “ “ “ 000...222000

Carbon
epoxy 44 42 44 41 23 21 13 10 “ “ “ “ 000...222111

Table 4.1: 4 D.o.F. Robotic Arm OD: linkage
optimisation

Material D1
(mm)

d1 D2 d2 L1 L2
MASS

(10^-3Kg)

Al7075 28 26 16 15 120 110 333666

Ti6Al4V 25 23.5 15 14 120 110 444333

Beralcast
310 26 25 14 13 120 110 222000

Carbon
epoxy 24 22 12 11 120 110 222555

Table 4.2: 3 D.o.F. Robotic Arm OD: linkage
optimisation

5. MMMD: Micro Mechanism Device:
MMD
The Micro Mechanism Device (MMD) is
designed to perform micro positioning of the
Martian soil samples under payloads according
the following requirement specifications:
§ to move the soil sample under payload for

focusing porpoise with an accuracy of 50
µm for a total travel of about 0.5 mm;
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§ to move the sample for scanning porpoise
with an accuracy of 5 µm and a total travel
of about 10 mm.

 This capability is very important because it
provides a powerful tool both in terms of
servicing and flexibility: i.e. an optical
instrument without any focusing device can be
used properly for a wider temperature range
thanks to MMD capablity. Moreover scanning
with high accuracy can provide capability to
obtain two dimensional information and
detailed observation of the sample.
The mechanism has to survive during the lunch
phase, the cruise to Mars and the analysis of
about 10 samples. The mass budget for the
overall mechanism is 200 grams that is
satisfied using Aluminium alloy as structural
material for the mechanism.
To reduce the risk of failure during the
scientific operation, it has been decided to
minimise the amount of parts in mutual
movement to each other, substituting slave
devices with rolling devices (like bearings or
rolling lead-screw). To reach comparable
coefficient of friction whit rolling devices,
Vespel  has been chosen as friction material,
taking into account its low density, good
mechanical characteristics compared to other
plastic materials, very low out-gassing.
A technical explanation of the mechanism
leads to split the entire device in two
subsystems: the vertical motion system and the
horizontal motion one, where the horizontal
plane is assumed to be the focal plane.

Fig.6. Vertical plane movement system

The motion in the vertical direction is achieved
by the use of a slide, joined to the horizontal
plane between inclined planes. The slide run
on Vespel  sliding block and the actuator is a
stepper motor, with a 11.8:1 gearbox, joined to
a lead-screw (fig. 6).
This device allows vertical excursion
according to the requirements, with the
advantage to be compact (the mechanical chain
is directly inside the system).
The motion in the horizontal plane is achieved
by means of a lead-screw joined to the sample-
trolley. The screw is made in aluminium alloy
and the nut in Vespel  SP22 which shows

best wear and frictional characteristic even in
contact with relative soft material like
aluminium. The nut has an anti backlash
system for the compensation of the clearance
generated by the wear under function. A
stepper motor with a 76:1 gearbox (fig. 7)
achieves the motion of the leadscreew.

Fig. 7: Horizontal plane motion system.

As shown in figure 7, the motor is in the
bottom side minimising the room while the
motion is transferred to the screw by means of
anti-backlash gear system.
The sample-trolly runs on two stainless-steal
rods by means of a pair of V sliding-block. The
geometry and the choice of the materials in
contact (Vespel  SP3 against stainless steel)
ensure a certain amount of preload even if
differential thermal expansion occurs during
the operative life of the mechanism.
As baseline, the sample container is detachable
from the mechanism, so that the entire
container for each sample can be changed,
preventing cross contamination (see fig.8). The
attachment system has a bayonet joint for
interface with the manipulator and a preloaded
device that ensure repeatability and accuracy in
sample motion.

Fig. 8: Sample container system

With the actual design MMD could perform:
- a minimal horizontal motion increment 0.44
µm
- a minimal vertical motion increment 1.63 µm
- power ≤ 0.3W (for each motor)
- minimum operational temperature –80 °C

6. Arm Accommodation and servicing
The robotic arm accomodation was studied to
satisfy envelope and servicing condition within
the scenario of Mars Program. A possible
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accomodation of a 4 D.o.F. robotic arms
shown in fig. 9, in which the stowed
configuration is shown: the reason to use the
bottom side of the total envelope is to allow a
better lay-out of scientific payloads and to
simplify AIV activities.

Fig. 9: 4 D.o.F. arm in stowed configuration

Starting form the initial configuration the arm
will go outside to have the sample from the
drill (see fig. 10) and then will put the sample
itself in proximity of scientific payloads for
analysis porpoise fig. 11.

Fig. 10: collecting sample from drill

Fig. 11: Sample delivery to the payloads

Moreover the robotic arm with 4 D.o.F. will be
able to deliver the sample extracted by the drill
to the MAV as shown in fig. 12.

Fig. 12: Sample delivery to MAV

7. Conclusion
The design of a sample manipulation chain
composed by two servicing mechanisms, is
done according optimisation techniques.
Starting from baseline requirements the
conceptual design of the robotic arms is based
on path-planning optimisation and on the
maximisation of a penalty function, by means
of genetic algorithm.
The results obtained allowed to determin arm
D.o.F and length of linkage that have been
implemented in the mechanical design. The
Optimal Design approach implemented
allowed to obtain the dimensioning of the main
structural parts and of the actuators according
to the allowable resources and requirements.
The results are two possible configurations,
depending from the scenario:
1) a robotic arm with 4 D.o.F (rotative

joints), total length of about 700 mm, with
the capability of hold and positioning a
maximum load of about 250 grams, with a
total mass of about 1 kg;

2) a robotic arm with 3 D.o.F. (2rotative
joints, 1 prismatic), total length of about
250 mm,  load capability 50 grams, total
mass 0.25 kg.

Both solutions have the capability to interface
with the Micro-Mechanical device designed to
perform micro positioning of the Martian soil
samples.
The realisation of a sample chain with two
dedicated device one (robotic arm) to collect
the sample and to perform coarse positioning,
and one, on the contrary, to perform fine
positioning of the samples, allows the reaching
of crucial aspects: modularity and flexibility.
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Appendix

Dk ; k=1,..,4  links outer diameters;
dk ; k=1,..,4 links inner diameters;

4
)( 22
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−= π
; k=1,..,4  link sections;
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)( 44
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k

dD
b

−= π
; k=5,..,8;

lk ; k=1,..,4 lenght;
lman ; bush lenght ;
zi ; i=a,b,c,d,1,..,20  nodal displacement;
mTw ; w=1..4 mass;
mm (~200g) motor mass;
mx ; x=0..4  mass of x node
(=mm+mTw+mmanic+mtrasm)
fI

min  minimum eigen frequency in operational
condition;
fII

min minimum eigen frequency in lunch
condition;
fI

lim (=30Hz) max eigen frequency in
operational condition;
fII

lim (=100Hz) max eigen frequency in lunch
configuration;
zmax (=0.7mm) max displacement;
Dmax (=50mm) max outer diameter of tubes;
dmin  (=10mm) min inner diameter of tubes;

smin (=1mm) min thickness of tubes;
m (=50g) max mass of holding object;
L (=700mm) max robotic arm length.
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